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code.Q: Get rows from a one-to-many table in a join statement I have 3 tables : tableA (ID, Name) tableB (ID, Name) tableC (ID, name, tableA_ID, tableB_ID) I have to get the name from tableB with a join with tableA, but the problem is I have only a tableC_ID. TableC will always have a tableA_ID and a tableB_ID. Is there a way to get the name without looping and deleting the record of tableC

that doesn't have a tableA_ID and a tableB_ID? I tried : SELECT c.Name, a.Name, b.Name FROM tableC c LEFT JOIN tableA a ON c.tableA_ID = a.ID LEFT JOIN tableB b ON c.tableB_ID = b.ID WHERE c.tableC_ID = 100 A: If you want to "get the name from tableB" and make it generic to all of your TableC records, then you should join to TableA.Name instead of TableC.Name. ON
c.tableA 520fdb1ae7
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